
“Creating with the Universe” 
Scorpio Rising's School for Artists, Witches, Weirdos and Visionaries 

An 8-week creation and performance program incorporating tools of magic, intuition and 
universe wisdom into the creative process. 

 APPROACH

At Scorpio Rising's School we believe the key to the creative process is in unlocking the 
secrets of our magic. When we are creatively blocked, confused, overwhelmed or 
discouraged, it's easy to feel like we need to fix something that is broken, or change who we 
are to make our artistry 'work.' 

In actuality, the answers to your creative genius are already inside of you. But our creative 
channels get muddled and we're thrown off our game by the way of the world: the impacts 
and realities of oppression and trauma, other people's expectations, opinions and desires, 
emotional and energetic patterns that keep us stuck, and so on and so on. 

Our creativity flows when we are around right people and when we learn effective tools to 
listen to ourselves, trust ourselves and pull out the special thing inside of us that we need to 
express and others need to witness. This course is designed to help you access and create 
that shiny, beautiful thing inside of you that is waving its hands, aching to be expressed, and 
done waiting its damn turn! 

 CURRICULUM

The curriculum is inspired by characters from Letters to the Universe, a multidisciplinary play 
created by Scorpio Rising/Shaunga Tagore, and the creative, intuitive and magical process 
she used to bring her creative vision to life. 

Scorpio Rising/Shaunga Tagore acts as lead facilitator and mentor for the 8-weeks, inviting 
special guest mentors along the way. Participants are also encouraged to share their 
knowledge and skills with one another, as Scorpio Rising's School is a place where we all 
learn from each other. 

Each class is based on an energetic and magical archetype that participants explore their 
relationship to in the process of developing their own piece. 3-hours are divided into two 
parts: 

1) We explore each archetype through a mix conversation, brainstorming and 
creative/intuitive exercises.

2) We dedicate time for you to work on your on piece and receive individual mentorship
on your process.  

See below for tentative course outline. Feel free to offer any feedback on this course: 
what does or doesn't interest you about it, if you are interested in participating, if you 
have questions or things you'd need in order to participate, etc. This is a chance for 
you to share your thoughts so we can best develop and tweak the program and make it
relevant and useful for you!  



BRIEF CLASS OUTLINE

1) Premonition: Accessing Your Creative Vision
Identify the stories that are urgent and ready to come out now. Cultivate focus. Visualize the 
content, form, and shape of your story.

2) The Siren: Building Movement and Sound
Get out of your head and sink into your body. Open and stretch your voice. Release shame, 
embarrassment and anything that tells you to keep small and silent.  

3) The Warrior: Knowing Your Environment
Channel your badass survival skills and inner resources into creation. Make creative use out 
of your external environment. Build setting, environment and a physical presence in your 
piece. Use costumes and props to reveal elements of your story. 

4) The Healer: Character Development and Getting to the Heart of the Matter
Hone the emotional crux of your piece. Create characters who carry depth and complexity. 
Find an arc and rhythm to your story so your characters – and audience – are moved and 
different at the end of the journey then when they began. 

5) The Conjurer: Theme, Intention, and Casting a Spell with Your Piece
Clarify the conversation you are having with yourself and the universe through your piece.  
Hone boundaries and safety-strategies into your performance technique. Cultivate strength, 
self-protection and awareness as your deeper intention takes form and makes impact. 

6) The Translator: Accessibility in Your Work
Make your piece work for your own body, mind, limits, and gifts, instead of trying to fit into a 
pre-existing mold of what makes a 'good' performance. Consider which audiences you want 
to engage through your piece and how you might reach them. Infuse your piece with creative 
techniques to speak to a variety of accessibility needs, for yourself and your audience.    

7) The Storyteller: Bringing It All Together
Refine and tighten your piece. Create pacing that keeps your story energized and your 
audience captivated. Iron out blocks, bumps or moments of confusion so you can be as 
present in your story as you want to be. Cultivate the courage to go big and bold in your 
performance and creative truth. 

Class Eight is dedicated to a dress rehearsal and group feedback of each piece. 

A small work-in-progress performance night where each participant will showcase their
piece will happen shortly after the 8th class. Invite your friends and family. Feel the love.
Bask in your glory! 


